
IS YOUR CONVEYOR SYSTEM DRAGGING DOWN PROFITS?
Nothing is more disruptive to production than a conveyor system constantly needing maintenance.  
Chain guides, drive sprockets and wear strips can create unwanted friction leading to excessive drag.  
Excessive drag requires increased power to keep things moving. Swapping out worn components can  
be difficult, expensive, and especially untimely. Let’s look at a few performance benefits plastics  
provide for conveyor systems.  

PLASTICS REDUCE WEAR – Selecting the optimal material inevitably improves the life of wear components. Moving parts  
or segments eventually require replacing. Plastics outperform metals by as much as 20x; less wear means a longer life span.

PLASTICS REDUCE FRICTION – The more friction a conveyor has to overcome, the less efficient that conveyor will be.  
In other words, higher levels of drag in your conveyor result in increased electricity required to power it. With the costs  
of energy skyrocketing, this becomes increasingly critical to solving.

PLASTICS ARE CORROSION-RESISTANT – Plastics do not break down, they do not rust, and they do not decay. On the  
other hand, metals can become rusted or pitted from chemicals found in greases and cleaning solvents, leading to  
numerous issues. 

PLASTICS ARE LIGHTWEIGHT – Plastics are typically lighter than metal. Lowering component weight helps to decrease the  
overall conveyor drag force. It also means you can increase the number of wear strips while maintaining the same weight!

PLASTICS ARE NATURALLY LUBRICATED – Many plastics used to produce wear components have self-lubricating qualities  
and thus do not require the same level of maintenance. Plastics are ideal for complex conveyors or closed-looped systems.  
Simply put, they will not require the same level of lubrication.
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PORT PLASTICS IS THE ONE SOURCE TO BRING TOGETHER THE WIDE RANGE OF CRITICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES NEEDED  
ENABLING ENGINEERS TO MAKE OPTIMAL MATERIAL CHOICES AND DESIGN DECISIONS FOR THEIR APPLICATIONS.  

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST PORT PLASTICS SALES OFFICE FOR ALL YOUR CONVEYANCE PLASTICS NEEDS! 


